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Collection Overview

Repository: Smithsonian Institution Archives, Washington, D.C., osiaref@si.edu
Creator: Smithsonian Associates, Study Tours and Seminars Program
Title: Planning Records
Dates: 1997-2000
Quantity: 0.5 cu. ft. (1 document box)

Administrative Information

Preferred Citation
Smithsonian Institution Archives, Accession 03-013, Smithsonian Associates, Study Tours and Seminars Program, Planning Records

Descriptive Entry

These records document the development and planning of tours and itineraries for Smithsonian Odyssey Tours. Materials include meeting agendas, contract negotiations with the tour operators, notes, proposals for tours and itineraries, and related material.

Names and Subject Terms

This collection is indexed in the online catalog of the Smithsonian Institution under the following terms:

Subjects:
Museums -- Membership.
Tours
Travel

Types of Materials:
Manuscripts

Names:
Smithsonian Odyssey Tours.
Container Listing

Box 1

Smithsonian/SAGA Contract - memoranda
Smithsonian Odyssey Tours (SOT) - meeting agendas
Operations Meeting, September 10, 1997
Odyssey - new product development ideas